M osel Riesling
one grape, two different styles
and a great new package!

Twisted River sprang onto the scene with its initial release – Riesling BIN 169 – nearly twenty years ago.
The concept was simple: introduce a German Riesling with eye catching graphics, yet without complicated text and designations.
The medium‐dry BIN 169 was a big hit and was followed up one year later with the Late Harvest Riesling BIN 488.
The brand unveils a new look for 2016‐17 with new graphics and bottle design. The color schemes – yellow and red – remain to help with brand
recognition and identifying flavor profile. As with the original package, the BIN number reveals details on the wine itself, with the first two digits
indicating the level of residual sweetness, and the last indicating acidity level.

item

Riesling BIN 168

size

alc. by vol.

750ml

11%

residual sugar

16.6 gr/l

acidity

7.8 gr/l

tasting notes

Pleasantly dry while still offering excellent fruit. Penetrating
notes of yellow peach, along with crisp green apple and pear
combine to form this delightful wine. Zesty acidity adds
structure and helps maintain excellent balance.

87 points – Best Buy! – Wine Enthusiast magazine, October 2016
While the nose reveals only faint whiffs of apples, nuts and brambles, the palate of this off‐dry Riesling is crisply concentrated with fresh red apples
and tart peaches. It’s not a deeply persistent wine, but finishes brisk and bright.
(www.winemag.com/buying‐guide/twisted‐river‐2015‐bin‐168‐riesling‐mosel)

The 2014 Riesling (BIN 169) also garnered a Best Buy ‐ 87 point rating from Wine Enthusiast magazine (October 2015)

Late Harvest Riesling BIN 568

750ml

8%

56.9 gr/l

8.4 gr/l

Delightfully sweet with nice concentration of fruit – ripe mango
and melon flavors – and accents of mineral and citrus. The
bright acidity adds structure and provides excellent balance.

88 points – Best Buy! – Wine Enthusiast magazine, October 2016
Both sweet and savory, this delicately scented Riesling juxtaposes notes of pressed apple and dried citrus peels against savory tones of honey comb
and smoke. It's tangy and fresh on the palate, brightened by zesty acidity and a clean, mineral finish.
(www.winemag.com/buying‐guide/twisted‐river‐2015‐bin‐568‐late‐harvest‐riesling‐mosel)
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